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Fundamentals

Ÿ Since past two month, soybean futures (October)has been taking support near 3300 levels. In days to come, the future trend will largely depend on the sowing 

updates & the prospect of oilmeal exports to China. Regarding price outlook, the current month contract is expected to trade more with a downside bias & 

witness selling from higher levels of 3400-3450 levels. And, if it breaks 3300, then an extended downside can be seen towards 3200 levels.

Ÿ The balance sheet suggests that if soybean meal demand from both export and domestic fronts sustain then there is higher possibility of good rise in prices ahead, however 

upside may be capped by sowing.

Ÿ The area under soybean across the country was at around 11 million ha as of 2nd Aug, up 11% from a year ago, according to latest data from the farm ministry.Planting of the 

oilseed is expected to be higher on year due to increased minimum support prices and adequate rains in major growing areas.

Ÿ Due to expectations of normal monsoon rains and higher returns this year, acreage is likely to rise 10% to around 11.5 million ha in the 2018-19 (Jul-Jun) Kharif season.

Ÿ Sowing of the oilseed is underway in many states and in a week, the acreage may exceed the normal for the season--11.3 million ha, based on the average for the past five years.

Ÿ Higher sowing in key growing areas of Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, and Rajasthan, the top growers, due to normal rains had pulled up the overall area under the crop in the country.

Ÿ In Madhya Pradesh, soybean acreage increased 13% on year to 5.3 million ha, as planting gained pace due to attractive prices in spot markets.

Ÿ Ideally, sowing of soybean ends by the third week of July. Some farmers might continue sowing till early August, but the yield from the crop would be lower.

Ÿ As far as domestic supply is concerned, soybean stock in the country is now limited and that is also being held by stockiest and they are eying to sell it at higher level. The new 

soybean crop will arrive only by October and the available stock is insufficient to cater demand.

Ÿ According to SOPA, the total availability of soybean this season 2017-18 (Oct-Sept) was estimated at 96.50 lakh tons, including 13 lakh tons of opening stock and 83.50 lakh 

tons of production. The market surplus was pegged at 84.50 lakh tons after excluding 12 lakh tons as retained by farmers for sowing.

Ÿ The estimated crushing number for the season stood 80 lakh tons, while 1.50 lakh tons will used as direct consumption and 2 lakh tons will exported to ASEAN countries and 

thus the ending stock this season is estimated at just 1 lakh tons.

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	ResearchSource:	NCDEX

 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2

 3121 3257 3453 3589 3785

Forward Curve of Soybean Futures (NCDEX) Historic return of Soybean futures (NCDEX) 
in the month of August Ÿ Soymeal exports in July were at 63,747 tons, lower than 80,797 tons in the corresponding period last year.During Apr-Jul, South Korea was the major buyer of Indian soymeal, 

importing 193,553 tons, while Vietnam bought 186,509 tons. Ongoing trade tensions between the US and China have led to Asian countries exploring other avenues, 

including India, to meet their requirement of soybean and oilmeals.

Ÿ Indian soybean growers are looking at trade tensions between China and the US as a golden opportunity. With China slapping a 25 percent duty on US soybean taking effect 

from July 6 this year, a new prospect has opened up for India.India is also expecting a bumper crop of soybean this year. 

Ÿ China is likely to lift ban of oilmeals import from India as ongoing trade dispute between USA and China has created a lot of uncertainty and forcing China to look out to other origins 

for their requirements of soybean and oilmeals, said The Solvent Extractors’ Association of India (SEA) in a release. China has put ban of Indian oilmeals imports to quarantine 

issues in 2012. Last week an official Delegation from Ministry of commerce visited china and tried to sort out the issues and likely to start the export of oilmeals to china.

Ÿ China’s annual soybean import of around 100 million tonnes is mostly for domestic consumption. Although this product does not have an exportable surplus in India yet, 

Indian industry players anticipate exports of $ 100 million worth of soy meal to China.
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Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	ResearchSource:	CBOT

Fundamentals

Ÿ U.S Soybeans (November) at $ 9.08 a bushel is trading close to one month high of $9.22 1/4drawing support from rallying Chinese soy prices that signaled a 

possible resumption of buying by the world's top importer of the oilseed. The downside from here may get capped & witness a consolidation in the range of 

$8.80-9.50  owing to reports that China may have to start buying U.S. soybeans again in coming weeks as other regions cannot supply enough soybeans to meet 

China’s needs.

Ÿ China’s import figures are closely watched by the industry to determine whether and when Chinese crushers will end a virtual boycott of US soybeans, a move that could push 

prices upward on the Chicago Board of Trade.

Ÿ It is being reported that even though the South American country is the world’s largest exporter, it’s still unlikely to meet China’s voracious appetite alone. Brazil’s supplies will 

start to tighten by October, after months of record shipments. That’s also just about the time that U.S. crop gathering is under full swing. With no other growers really exporting 

enough to satisfy China’s demand, the nation will likely either buy from the U.S. or suffer through a shortage.

Ÿ It’s hard to overestimate just how huge China is when it comes to the soybean trade. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has predicted that China’s soybean imports will fall to 

95 million metric tons in the 2018-2019 season, the first decline in 15 years. Even with the drop, that’s still about 60 percent of total global shipments.

Ÿ Brazil’s exports for the season are estimated at 75 million tons. Even if China sucks up all that on its own, the country is still facing a gap of 20 million tons it needs to buy from 

somewhere.

Ÿ It may be almost impossible to meet that import need without buying from the U.S., which is expected to ship 55.5 million tons. Argentina, forecast as the next-biggest 

exporter, is only projected to supply 8 million tons, USDA data show.

Ÿ There’s already evidence that China is still doing some buying from the U.S. The bulk carrier Betis departed Gavilon Group LLC’s export terminal in Kalama, Washington, for 

Shanghai on July 29, carrying the first cargo of American soybeans destined for China in three weeks, according to a report published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Ÿ China is also likely to raise imports of processed soymeal as an alternative to soybeans for crushing, it said. Ironically this could mean China could still end up with U.S. 

soybeans that have been processed in Argentina.

Ÿ On the supply side, the U.S Department of Agriculture reported crop conditions that were below market estimates, raising concern that there could be a smaller-than-

expected autumn harvest.USDA in crop progress report said 67 percent of the soybean crop is in good to excellent condition, but below market expectations.

Forward Curve of U.S Soybean futures (CBOT) Historic return of  U.S Soybean futures (CBOT)
in the month of August

 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2

 7.81 8.50 8.86 9.55 9.91
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Mustard Futures (September)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	ResearchSource:	NCDEX

Fundamentals

Ÿ Mustard futures (September)is expected to trade with a downside bias facing resistance near 4285 levels, while the support level is likely to be near 4000 levels. 

Bearishness will prevail as crushing of mustard may fall further in August because of declining crop.

Ÿ Mustard oil mills across the country crushed 450,000 tn of the oilseed in July, down 18.2% from a year ago, according to data compiled by the Mustard Oil Producers 

Association of India. Crushing was also down 30.8% from 650,000 tn in June, the data showed.

Ÿ Crushing was lower because mustard arrivals started dwindling in key wholesale markets with start of the lean season.Arrivals of the new crop begin in February, and gain 

momentum by March. Arrivals remain in full swing till May and start shrinking from June.

Ÿ During Mar 1-Jul 31, overall supply of the oilseed was 5.1 mln tn. Arrivals in Rajasthan, the top producer, were at 1.7 mln tn, in Uttar Pradesh at 715,000 tn, and Madhya 

Pradesh and Chhattisgarh at a combined 305,000 tn. Stocks with farmers, processors, and stockists were at 3.3 mln tn. 

Ÿ India's mustard meal exportsin July were at 46,364 tn, up from 14,753 tn during the same period last year, according to data released by The Solvent Extractors' Association of 

India.

Ÿ Meanwhile, mustard seed prices remained mostly steady with slight upside at major spot markets in the country as Nafed is liquidating the stock not below the MSP level.  

Ÿ The National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation (Nafed) has started selling the oilseed in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh from, August 3.

Ÿ The federation had procured the oilseed under the price support scheme in 2017-18 (July-June). Nafed had procured 873,004.90 tonnes of the commodity at MSP of Rs 

4,000/100kg across the country in the Rabi season, while its procurement in Rajasthan was at 471,614.16 tonnes as of June 25.

Ÿ In news, Haryana Government has decided to distribute fortified mustard oil through Public Distribution System (PDS) at the rate of two liters per month per family from 

September 1 onwards.To begin with Ambala and Karnal would be covered under this scheme.Besides, it would be ensured that only fortified edible oil is available in the open 

market through HAFED from November 2018

Historic return of  RM Seed (NCDEX)
in the month of August

Forward Curve of Mustard futures (NCDEX)

 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2

 3931 4072 4178 4319 4425
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Fundamentals

Ÿ CPO futures (August)is expected to trade with sideways to up in the range of 585-615 levels. A lower level buying can be seen ahead of festivals knocking the 

doors. 

Ÿ Refined soy oil futures(September)will possibly trade sideways in the range of 725-745 levels. 

Ÿ India's cooking oil manufacturers have sharply increased crude rice bran oil prices that has not only made the edible rice bran exports unviable but also left paddy farmers, 

particularly from Punjab and Haryana, high and dry.Solvent extractors, who buy rice husks from millers at a cheaper rate, have increased the price of extracts after the Centre 

hiked import duty on crude and refined edible oils - palm oil, soy oil, sunflower oil and rapeseed.

Ÿ Moreover, the edible oil traders are sourcing exports of palm oil and other cooking oils to India from neighboring countries, designating the supplies as duty-free under a 

regional free-trade pact and circumventing India’s import tax hike on the oils.

Ÿ The Solvent Extractors Association (SEA) has pointed out that refined palm oil imports from the country of origin attract 59.4 per cent import duty, while refined soyabean oil 

draws 49.5 per cent levies. However, under the South Asian Free Trade Area (Safta) arrangement, such oils can be imported from Safta members such as Bangladesh and 

Sri Lanka at nil duty, subject to a 30 per cent value-addition norm. 

Ÿ Traders had been bringing in edible oils from Bangladesh into neighbouring northeastern India, but now vessels have been booked for western ports, where large refineries 

are located.

Ÿ Bangladesh is forecast to fulfil 91 percent of its edible oil consumption, including soybean oil and palm oil, during the 2018/19 crop year through imports, Reuters calculated 

using data from a U.S. Department of Agriculture report, which notes “there is no domestic palm oil production industry in the country.

Ÿ India’s Solvent Extractors’ Association (SEA), an edible oil trade group, and the Soybean Processors Association of India (SOPA) have requested the federal government halt 

the duty-free imports.The gap between the local soyoil price and duty-free soyoil price is as high as 11,000 rupees ($160.80) per tonne.

Historic return of  Soybean Oil futures (NCDEX)
in the month of August

Forward Curve of Refined Soy oil futures (NCDEX)

Edible Oil Complex (Domestic Fundamentals)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	ResearchSource:	NCDEX

 Commodity S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2

CPO (August) 573 587 611 625 650

Ref. Soy Oil (Sept) 719 730 747 759 776

Closing	as	on	8th	August,	2018



Mustard Futures (September)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	ResearchSource:	NCDEX

Fundamentals

Ÿ Mustard futures (September)is expected to trade with a downside bias facing resistance near 4285 levels, while the support level is likely to be near 4000 levels. 

Bearishness will prevail as crushing of mustard may fall further in August because of declining crop.
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India.

Ÿ Meanwhile, mustard seed prices remained mostly steady with slight upside at major spot markets in the country as Nafed is liquidating the stock not below the MSP level.  

Ÿ The National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation (Nafed) has started selling the oilseed in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh from, August 3.

Ÿ The federation had procured the oilseed under the price support scheme in 2017-18 (July-June). Nafed had procured 873,004.90 tonnes of the commodity at MSP of Rs 

4,000/100kg across the country in the Rabi season, while its procurement in Rajasthan was at 471,614.16 tonnes as of June 25.
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Edible Oil Complex (Domestic Fundamentals) Edible Oil Complex (International Market Fundamentals)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	ResearchSource:	CBOT Closing	as	on	8th	August,	2018

Fundamentals

Ÿ CPO futures (October)on the Bursa Malaysia Derivatives exchanges has taken support near MYR 2140 levels &may see an upside towards 2300-2350 on 

expectations that Malaysia's crude palm oil export duty for September could be a zero rate.

Ÿ Fundamentally, the CPO market is besieged by a rising stockpile, oversupply in production and weak exports.To a certain extent, the stronger ringgit against the currencies of 

importing countries, India’s higher edible oil import duties and the uncertainties on the China-US trade war tensions are affecting the palm oil performance.

Ÿ At the same time, the domestic palm oil industry is heavily burdened by high cess payments, levies and taxes including corporate tax, labour shortage as well as Western 

activists’ anti-palm oil campaigns.Deforestation and food safety issues are eroding the competitiveness of palm oil too.

Ÿ Malaysia's palm oil stocksare expected to have risen to their highest in five months atend-July, a second straight gain as output growth outpacedexports, according to a 

Reuters survey.Palm oil stocks in Malaysia grew 7 percentin July to 2.34 million tonnes from the previous month, highest

Ÿ since February, according to a survey by Reuters.

Ÿ The Reuters survey pegged Malaysian exports as having gained 0.9percent to 1.14 million tonnes in July, after three straightmonths of decline. At present, Malaysian exports 

were not as competitive overall as thosefrom biggest producer Indonesia.

Ÿ U.S soy oil (December) is expected to trade sideways & consolidate in the range of 27-30 cents per pound.

CFTC POSITION – U.S SOYBEAN OIL

 Commodity S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2

CPO Futures (Oct) 2024 2109 2225 2310 2426

U.S Soy Oil (Dec) 26.92 27.96 28.67 29.71 30.42

Historic return of  Soybean Oil futures (CBOT)
in the month of August

Forward curve of U.S Soybean Oil Futures
Ÿ The Solvent Extractors’ Association (SEA) noted that a trader imported 10,000 tonnes of refined soybean oil from Bangladesh on the tanker Bertina.

Ÿ According to Solvent Extractors Association of India (SEA), India can increase its productivity by encouraging consolidation of farms so as to allow efficient farming and 

lowering input costs through mechanisation, better seeds and fertilisers.

Ÿ The association is also campaigning for lower trans fats to bring it down to the level of 2% by the year 2022. The changing import duty structure over the last few months has 

narrowed the spread between imported palm oils and soft oils and we are seeing larger imports of soft oils.
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SMC Global Securities Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “SMC”) is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) and is licensed to carry on the business of broking, depository services and related 

activities. SMC is a registered member of National Stock Exchange of India Limited, Bombay Stock Exchange Limited, MSEI (Metropolitan Stock Exchange of India Ltd.) and M/s SMC Comtrade Ltd is a registered 

member of National Commodity and Derivative Exchange Limited and Multi Commodity Exchanges of India and other commodity exchanges in India. SMC is also registered as a Depository Participant with CDSL and 

NSDL. SMC’s other associates are registered as Merchant Bankers, Portfolio Managers, NBFC with SEBI and Reserve Bank of India. It also has registration with AMFI as a Mutual Fund Distributor. 

SMC is a SEBI registered Research Analyst having registration number INH100001849. SMC or its associates has not been debarred/ suspended by SEBI or any other regulatory authority for accessing /dealing in 

securities/commodities market.

The views expressed by the Research Analyst in this Report are based solely on information available publicly available/internal data/ other reliable sources believed to be true. SMC does not represent/ provide any 

warranty expressly or impliedly to the accuracy, contents or views expressed herein and investors are advised to independently evaluate the market conditions/risks involved before making any investment decision. The 

research analysts who have prepared this Report hereby certify that the views /opinions expressed in this Report are their personal independent views/opinions in respect of the subject commodity.

DISCLAMIER: This Research Report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and doesn't construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to the investor. It is only for private circulation and use. 
The Research Report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. No action is solicited on the basis of the contents 
of this Research Report. The Research Report should not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person(s)in any form without prior written permission of the SMC. The contents of this material are general and are 
neither comprehensive nor inclusive. Neither SMC nor any of its affiliates, associates, representatives, directors or employees shall be responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person due to any action 
taken on the basis of this Research Report. It does not constitute personal recommendations or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs of an individual client or a corporate/s or 
any entity/s. All investments involve risk and past performance doesn't guarantee future results. The value of, and income from investments may vary because of the changes in the macro and micro factors given at a 
certain period of time. The person should use his/her own judgment while taking investment decisions. 

Please note that SMC its affiliates, Research Analyst, officers, directors, and employees, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance if this Research Report: (a) from time to time, may have long or short 
positions in, and buy or sell the commodity thereof, mentioned here in or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such commodities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the 
commodities discussed herein(c) may have any other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions. All disputes shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of 
Delhi High court. All disputes shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Delhi High court.
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